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Translational landscape of Fmr1 knock-out mice
142
Figure 1: Principal component analysis (PCA) of both ribosome profiling (A) and RNA sequencing (B) libraries from Fmr1-KO and wild-type mice. Samples are segregated by genotype in principal component 1 (PC1), the axis representing the major source of variation in the data, in both plots. (C) Comparison of differential ribosome footprint abundance against differential RNA expression levels between genotypes at the level of individual genes. Though ribosome footprint abundance displays a greater range of changes than RNA expression level, these measurements are highly correlated. Fmr1, knocked out at the transcript level (by deletion of one exon), shows decreased RNA expression and ribosome density as expected, while the immediate early genes Fos, Arc, and Egr2 show increased ribosome density and RNA expression. (D,E) Enrichment scores of the top 15 gene ontologies (GOs) enriched in the wild-type or Fmr1-KO brain, determined by GSEA on genes ranked by their fold-changes in ribosome footprint abundance (D) or RNA expression (E) as presented in (C). Genes related to protein synthesis are enriched in ribosome density in Fmr1-KO mice compared to wildtype but depleted in RNA expression level (and therefore enriched for in wild-type vs Fmr1-KO mice), while ontologies related to neuronal development and morphology show decreased ribosome density in Fmr1-KO mice.
To determine the effect of Fmr1 loss on translation, we conducted ribosome profiling and RNA-
143
Seq on the frontal cortex of Fmr1-KO and wild-type male mice at postnatal day 24 (P24).
144
Genome-wide ribosome footprint (RF) and RNA-Seq data were highly reproducible across 145 biological replicates with genotype as the principal source of variation ( Figure 1A-B 
178
(p<0.00001, GSEA), consistent with a previously characterized mechanism through which 179 FMRP modulates translation initiation.
181
As described above, earlier work showed that FMRP binds to mRNAs that encode proteins where CV is the coefficient of variation in the ribosome profile of a given gene, µ is mean 226 coverage (ribosome footprint reads per codon), and α and β are fitting parameters. Importantly, 227 when α = 0 and β = 1, Equation 1 results from a Poisson distribution whereas α > 0 and β = 1 228 indicates a negative binomial distribution. Figure 4C shows the fits for all wild type (n=3) and 
232
counting data derived from high-throughput sequencing, and as expected, α > 0 for all data 233 sets. For highly translated genes, where coverage is drawn from an over-dispersed distribution,
234
CV converges to α 1/2 . However, there is a strong genotype effect on α, (2.61±0.02 for wildtype 235 and 1.720±0.002 for Fmr1-KO, p = 0.0001). Taken together, these results indicate that the 236 ribosome profiles of genes in Fmr1-KO brains display less variability in coverage along the CDS 237 than in the wildtype. These findings are consistent with the codon-level analysis described 238 above, reflecting a global reduction in translational stalling in Fmr1-KO mice.
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The analysis in 
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We characterized the translational landscape in the cortex of Fmr1-KO mice at a crucial time in 
299
were enriched among genes with increased RFApm (Figure 2C) . These genes are known to be 300 controlled at the level of translation initiation by 4E-BP and eIF4E, the latter of which is 301 sequestered by an FMRP-mediated complex.
303
Despite these clear patterns, RFApm is a complicated metric. In many studies, it is interpreted 304 as a measure of translation efficiency that primarily reflects translation initiation. However, this Fmr1-KO mice (Figures 3-4) . As a genome-wide snapshot of translation in the cortex of Fmr1- 
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We suggest that therapeutic strategies for FXS should carefully consider the consequences of 
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The ribosome profiling and RNA-Seq data have been deposited in the Gene Expression 
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RNA-Seq library construction
551
Total RNA was isolated from brain lysates using a Qiagen RNeasy kit (cat no. 74104) and 552 ribosomal RNA was depleted using the Ribo-Zero rRNA removal kit from Illumina (Cat no. 
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For this analysis, only reads that aligned uniquely to the CDS were used for both RNA-Seq and 600 ribosome profiling. We used the Java implementation of gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) 
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Codon Motif-Level Analysis of Pausing
608
Ribosome profiling libraries were first aligned to the transcriptome using the -quantmode 
